HARVARD WINS MAT TITLE

Beavers Lose Championship
In Title Match Last Week

Harvard by dint of two firsts and five seconds carried off the New England championship in the watchful eyes of thousands at Boston’s coliseum Friday and Saturday night at the Henneyway Gymnasium, Brown took second position while Technology, last year’s champions, came in third at the cost of Saturday night Burke. The heavier weight proved to be the sensation of the meet by winning over Locke of Harvard in a spirited match that went to six over time periods.

After the first night’s matches three Independents were the only entries qualified for the final matches. Coyle, took Robert (B) by a fall in the 135-pound class, while both Coburn and Burke blanked heavy in the first round. Coyle, the champion of the class, picked up Brown from the floor in the second round. Burke, who was tying for fourth place in the early may, finally held off in five periods against 55 seconds.

Green Out of Condition

Kervin in the 125-pound class was not a cooking good scrap against Brightman. Brown carried the match the overtime periods, with the Brown grappler proving to be the time decision. Another overtime match came in the 133-pound division when House of the Engineers lost to Stetson of Harvard by a referee’s decision. Every match with the exception of Coyle’s victory went into extra time because of the time penalty round.

Captain Greer returned to the sport when he lost to Wood of Harvard. Burke decided the 137-pound class for a draw by calling a stoppage after both men were over time condition and therefore out of condition. Burke was the man to beat. Burke won the extra time match that brought out some of the best school technique of the evening.

Harris Substitutes for Coburn

In the 143-pound class, a direct lift to Kroll of the Crimson by a referee’s decision that gave Harvard the second place. In the 135-pound class House defeated Coburn of Brown from the floor and therefore out of condition and dropped out of condition. As the Varsity and second Varsity come into play, there is a definite end of the season.

Coburn was unable to wrestle in the 168-pound division after the loss of the disease. After a year’s absence, the man returned to work of practice, accordingly Harvard lost the match on the mat. Against Subberle of Brown, he got up a good scrap but lost to a time advantage. In the bout, the Crimson managed to get out of harm’s way.

The heavyweight division Burke defeated Locke of Harvard in what proved to be the final match of the championships. Although outweighed by a good deal, Burke seemed to forget his man to the match, winning in the overtime periods. The win meant another half hour of grappling grappling by a time advantage of 14 seconds 14 seconds.

The summary of Friday night’s first match

135-Pound Class-Cline (M. L. T.) won from

Proctor (B) with a fall in 31s. Kroll (B) won from Snow (B) by a fall in 5 periods.

137-Pound Class-Brightman (B) won from

Locke (M. L. T.) with an overtime decision; Stetson (B) won from John (M. L. T.) with an overtime decision; Glow (H) by fall in 5 periods.

139-Pound Class-Durschinger (B) won from

Black (M. L. T.) with a fall in 6 1/2 periods. Kroll (B) by fall in 6 periods.

143-Pound Class-Durschinger (B) won from

Brightman (B) by a fall in 6 1/2 periods. McGowan (B) by fall in 5 periods.

153-Pound Class-Wood (B) won from

Tropel (B) by a fall in 5 periods. Tropel (B) by a fall in 5 periods; DuBois (B) by a fall in 5 periods.

168-Pound Class-Kroll (B) won from

Locke (M. L. T.) by fall in 6 periods. Kroll (B) by fall in 6 periods.

175-Pound Class-Stearns (H) won from

Haviland (M. L. T.) with an overtime decision; Freedman (B) by fall in 6 periods.

185-Pound Class-Stearns (H) won from

Oglesby (M. L. T.) by fall in 6 periods. Burke (M. L. T.) by fall in 6 periods.

190-Pound Class-Freedman (B) won from


200-Pound Class-Kroll (B) won from

Proctor (B) by fall in 6 periods. Proctor (B) by fall in 6 periods.

220-Pound Class-Stearns (H) won from

Kroll (B) by fall in 6 periods. Proctor (M. L. T.) by fall in 6 periods.

The Two-Sportman

The spring swimming season has past, but Coach Russ Dean will hold tri-weekly practices during spring term.

Although the regular swimming season has past, Coach Russ Dean will hold tri-weekly practices during spring term at the Boston M. C. A. pool. The practices will be on hand every Tuesday, Thursday afternoon and Sunday afternoon. From 3 to 6 o’clock to give instruction to all swimmers who are interested in the sport.

With the view of developing as many men as possible for next year’s team, Lin Gentry, manager of swimming, has issued a call to all men interested in the sport. "Anyone who is interested in trying to swim or improve his style will be more than welcome. New equipment has been acquired and other facilities taking me is doing a great job."

Coach Dean will run the practices in the afternoon. As yet the cinders are not ready for practice. The team will continue practice throughout the spring.

Simplex Wire and Cables, insulated with rubber, paper or varnished cambric and covered with braid, lead or steel armor, are rendering satisfactory service in many of the larger power stations of the country.

Simplex Wire & Cable Co

Manufacturers

201 Devonshire St. BOSTON

Scott’s Young Men’s Suits

New College Cuts

These Young Men’s garments are ready to put on and have just arrived from our own workrooms up-stairs.

But they are tailored with all the refinements of the best custom work. And this handwork throughout results in noticeable elegance. Persuasive patterns that are responsible for the beauty and beauty withstands but are wholly unobtainable outside our house.

Two and Three-Button Sport Coats

Suit’s of Quallity Varsity $45 to $55

Scott’s Own Distinctive Creations—Ready-to-wear

SCOPE-WOOD & COMPANY

338 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

From the United States Lines’ representative on your campus for full particulars and illustrated literature, including a pocket guide account of his trip last summer, practical itineraries and trimmed costs of a variety of European tours are consisted in this advertisement.

United States Lines

New York City

UNITED STATES SHIPPING BOARD

LOCAL OFFICE, 75 STATE ST., BOSTON, MASS.